Quilting a Landscape Quilt
3 Hour
Nancy Prince
Workshop Description: Quilting a landscape quilt is different than quilting a traditional quilt.

Remove all thoughts of feathers and crosshatching – you have to think terrain for the quilting to be
effective. Learn how easy it is to determine the appropriate quilting lines based on different terrains
and how simply changing the quilting detail can create the illusion that one area is far away while
another is closer. And no, you will not have to relearn your quilting skills – just change a bit how you
use those skills.

Class Supplies







Clear invisible polyester thread (available for sale in workshop)
Medium green 60 weight quilting thread – wind on bobbin before workshop
10" x 10" muslin sample quilting sandwich (only if you want to practice first)
Quilting gloves, disc or whatever you normally use to quilt with
Bring extra lighting if the lighting on your machine isn’t bright

Notions






Basic sewing supplies – scissors, 70/10 sharp machine needles, tweezers, etc.
Sewing machine
o Please know how your machine works and make sure it is in good working

order before class. For thread painting you will need to know how to drop
the feed dogs, how to adjust your machine for free-motion machine
embroidery, how to change the upper tension and know where to change the
width on the zigzag stitch. If you are unsure of these machine adjustments,
please check with your machine dealer before class. A solid sewing platform
is recommended. You will need a zigzag throat plate. Thanks for checking
this out before class.

Open or closed toe free motion foot. It is important to see what you are stitching and
where the next stitches are going so select the best foot you can for visibility. Check with
your machine dealer for optional free motion feet.
Embroidery or extra bobbin case (only if you have one)

Workshop Fee: $20.00 - includes printed background fabric, batting,
backing fabric complete as sandwich

NOTE: The project for the workshop can be seen on my website, www.nancyprince.com,
under the Workshop section, Quilting a Landscape Quilt.

To view my free video demonstrating the difference between a
straight and zigzag stitch go to www.nancyprince.com and at the
Home page, scroll down to Stitches with Attitude.

Examples of free motion feet from left:
1. Bernina
2. Janome or Baby Lock
3. Pfaff

